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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation was conducted to detemnine the char-

acteristics of a 40° cone for use in the measurement of Mach nmber,

total pressure, and flow angles. The cone had a total-pressure orifice

at the apex and four equally spaced static-pressure orifices on the sur-

face. Pressure measurements were taken at singlesof pitch up to 260 at

Mach numbers of 1.72, 1.95, and 2.46 for Reynolds nmnbers of 3.12 and
k

~.41 million per foot. This instrument is capable of measuring Mach

number within appraximatel.y~. O percent and the flow angles within

● &o.250● The total pressure can be measured within +0.5 percent at a

Mach number of 1.72 and within +2.O percent at a Mach number of 2.46.

These flow quantities can be determined fran the measured cone pressures

and charts presented in this report. In general, an iterative procedure

is required; however, in practice, such a procedure is necessary only

for accurate determination of the Mach number and total pressure at Mach

numbers near 2.5.

An instrument

pressure, and flow

INTRODUCTION

which is capable of measuring Mach number, total

singlessimultaneously is of considerable value for

both fli&t and wind-tunnel application&. One type of instrument suit-

able for this purpose is described in references 1, 2, and 3 and consists

of a cone with four equally spaced static-pressure orifices on the sur-

face and a total-pressure orifice at the apex. However, the existing

experimental data for such instruments sre restricted to low supersonic

or subsonic Mach numbers and, in most cases, to small flow angles.

Because of the need for data over a wider range of Mach number and flow

angles on instruments of this type, the present investigation was under-

. taken. The characteristics of five identical 40° included-angle cones

were determined experimentally at Mch numbers of 1.72, 1.9’5,and 2.46
for angles of pitch up to 260.

*
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SYMBOLS

Ps - p~
surface pressure coefficient,—

~1

difference

canda,

difference

d andb,

in pressure coefficient between orifices

Psc
‘Psa (fig. 2)
la.

A,

in pressure coefficient between orifices

PSd - kb

~~
(fig. 2)

pitot pressure

apex

total.pressure

measured behind

ahead of normal

normal shock wave at cone

shock wave at cone apex

.

Mach number ahead of normal shock wave at cone apex

static pressure on cone surface

static pressure ahead of normal shock wave at cone apex

arithmetic

+ ~sa +

mean of four static

‘8b + ‘Sc

)

+ P8d

pressures,

dyuemic pressure ahead of normal shock wave at cone apex

velocities in X, Y, Z directions (fig. 2)

velocity ahead of normal shock wave at cone apex

Cartesian coordinates of body sxes (fig. 2)

angle of

singleof

angle of

angle of

angle of

attack, deg (fig. 2)

sideslip, deg

downwash, deg

pitch of cone

sidewash, deg

(fig. 2)

(fig. 2)

axis, deg (fig. 2)

(fig. 2)
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9 sngle of roll, deg (fig. 2)

.

1 conditions

2 conditions

a,b,c,d position of

6 quslltityat

e=o qusmtity at

Subscripts

ahead of normal shock wave at apex of cone

behind normal shock wave at apex of cone

orifices on cone surface (fig. 2)

angle of pitch

zero angle of pitch

MODELS AND APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel
h

The Ames 1- by 3-foot supersonic wind tumnel No. 1 is a single
●

return, variable-pressure wind tunnel having a Mach number range at the

time of these tests of 1.4 to 2.5. The Mach number is changedby vaq@ng

the contour of flexible plates which comprise the top and bottom walls—
of the tunnel.

The test models were

with an included angle of

Models and Support

cone-cylinder combinations utilizing cones

400. The cones were constructed of stainless

steel within decimal tolerances of *0.001 inch and angular tolerances of
*7 ~nutesc There were four equally spaced static-pressure orifices on

the surface of each cone and a total-pressure orifice at each apex. The

details of the model and support are shown in figure 1. An included

angle of 40° was chosen as a ccxnpranisebetween the followfng considera-

tions:

1. It is desirable to use a cone with as large an included angle

as possible to delay flow separation to large flow angles.

2. A cone with a large included angle has a greater pressure

difference across two diametrically opposed orifices at given flow angles

than a slender cone and thus is more sensitive.

3. For flow-field surveys in wind tunnels it is desirable to mini-

mize the disturbance created by the cone. Frcm this consideration a

small included angle would be desirable.
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The lip at the entry of the total-pressure orifice was made sharp

(O.002 inch thick) because the data of reference 4 indicate that sharp

lips extend the range of flow angles through which the pitot pressure

remains constant.

Five 40° cones were attached to a wedge-shaped strut which projected

frcm the side wall of the tunnel as shown in figure 1. The strut could

be pitched about an sxis which passed through the station of the static-

pressure orifices of the cones, but it could not be yawed in the wind

tunnel. In order to obtain various ccunbinationsof downwash snd sidewash

relative to the cones, they were rolled about their longitudinal axes.

This arrangement also minimized any errors due to the longitudinal

pressure gradient in the wind tunnel.

PRECISION OF THE RESULTS

The estimated uncertainty in the experimental

numbers is given in the following table:

]Quantityl Uncertainty

*0.005

k.003

*. 10°

*•10°

k.oo-5

—

results at all Mach

For instruments of identical geometry connected to pressure-sensing

elements comparable to those used in this investigation (see uncertainties

for Cp and ~A/pt2)j the precision with which local flow quantities can be

determined by means of the procedures described in this report is estimated—
to be as follows:

Precision

M= = 1.72 I Ml = 1.g5

to. 01 *o. ol~

*.5$ *l*Q#

*.@ *. 25°

*. 25° *. 25°

Ml = 2.46

*0003

*p,@

*. 25°

&&
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TESTS

Tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 1.72, 1.95, and 2.46 for

two values of Reynolds nuber: 3.12 =d 5.kl million per foot. At each

Mach nmber, for the lower Re~olds number, the cones were set at roll

angles frmn -90° to +90° in 10 incrments and pitched through as large

an angle range as possible in both the positive and negative directions

(see fig. 2). The maximum range at each Mach number was restricted by

interference effects frcm the support system. In addition, tests were

made through the angle-of-pitch rage at a roll angle of 45° for both

Reynolds nmnbers.

RESULTS AIVDDISCUSSION

A comparison of the results showed no difference frcm cone to cone

and no effect of Reynolds nmber. For this reason, the results for one

typical cone will be presented for a Reynolds number of 3.12xMY per

foot.

Charts are presented which enable the determination of Mach number,

total pressure, and flow angles. A nmericsl exsmple is presented in

the Appendix which illustrates the procedure for determining these

qutities.

Cone Pressure Distribution

The pressure distribution on the surface of the cone is shown in

figure 3 for the three test Mach numbers and various angles of pitch.

Because the cone apex sngle is relatively luge, the pressure coefficients

over the entire surface are positive throughout the angle-of-pitch range

tested except at the largest singleof pitch for M = 2.46, where a small ,

region of negative pressure coefficients exists on the leeward surface.

Representative experimental results of figure 3 are compared in figure 4

with the pressure distributions given by the theoretical method of refer-

ences 6 and 7. In the use of these references it is necessary to employ

constants tabulated in reference 5. The first-order nonlinear theory of

reference 6 provides a reasonably good prediction of the pressures only

near the side of the cone ((p= 900) but gives considerably more negative

pressure coefficients near the top and bottom of the cone. The second-

order theory of reference 7, on the other hand, gives a good approxima-
. tion to the variation of the pressures over the entire surface.

In reference 8 Ferri has shown that the theory of references 6 and 7
w

is based on an incorrect distribution of entropy at the surface of the

cone. However, the results of reference 9 indicate that the numerical
effect of this error on the pressures is negligible and could not account

for the differences shown in the comparisons of figure 4.
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Detemnination of Mach Number
.

The determination of Mach number by a conical pitot-static tube

depends on the ratio of a surface static pressure to the pitot pressure

and on the flow inclination (angles of pitch and roll). At zero angle

of pitch the Mach number can be cmuputed frcm the ratio of the static

pressure to the pitot presswe. E@ertiental results for this condition

are shown in figure 5. The values of the Mach number for this figure

were obtained frm the measured ratio of the pitot pressure to the total

pressure pt2/ptl using the theoretical normal shock-wave relations.

Comparison with the theory of reference 5 shows satisfactory agreement

only near Ml = 1.72.

At angles of pitch, large variations in the static pressure occur
around the circumference of the cone as previously shown in figure 3.

It is desirable to ccmbine the four measured pressures on the cone sur-

face in such a manner as to provide a pressure which is essentially

invariant to changes in angle of pitch. The results of references 1 and 2,

which were restricted to Mach numbers near 1.6o, indicate that for low

sngles of pitch the arithmetic average of the four static pressures is
4

nearly constemt. Similar results were obtained in the present investi-

gation. Figure 6 shows the variation of the ratio of the arithmetically e

averaged static pressures to the pitot pressure 5A/pt2 with pitch

angle 6. The data from test runs with geometrically similar roll qngles

we~~ averqged as, f~r example, the data for test runs with q = +10°,

.

-10”, +80”, and -8o”, because the averaged static pressures wouldbe

expected to be the ssme frcm reasons of symmetry.

In general, the procedure for determining ~ch nuniberis first to

assume that 0 = O. A first approximation to the Wch number is then

obtained from figure 5 for the measmed value of ~A/pt2. me flow angles>

8 and q, are then determined by the method described in the section

“Determination of Flow Angles.” When 9 and cpsre known, a correction

factor for fiA/pt- is obtained frcm figure 6 and an equivalent value of

iAK/Pt2 corresponding to 0 = O is calculated by a division of the measured

value by this correction factor. A second approximation to the Mach number

is obtained from figure 5. In principle, this process is then repeated to

obtain a close approximation to the true Mach number. In practice, how-

ever, because of the small dependence of fiA/pt2 on @ ~d g (fig. 6)J

the first approximation is sufficient except for Mach numbers of the order

of 2.5 with e greater than about 10° in which case only one iteration

is normally required.

‘Theerror in measuring the Mach number with the use of figures 5

and 6 is estimated to be *0.01 at Ml = 1.72, +0.015 at Mz = 1.95, ~d

+0.03 at Ml = 2.46.
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Determination

7

of T!otalPressure

The total pressure is a function of the pitot pressure, Mach number,

and the angle of pitch. The results of tests reported in reference 4 for

a wide variety of pitot tubes have shown that at zero angle of pitch the

ratio of the pitot pressure to the total pressure at any supersonic ~ch

number is equal to the theoretical total-pressu& ratio across a normal

shock wave. This result is assumed to apply to the cone of the present

investigation.

The effect of angle of pitch on the measured pitot pressure is shown

in figwe 7. It is observed that this effect is negligible over a large

angle range (approximately +25°) and is independent of the test Mach

numbers for angles of pitch less than 25°. The total pressure at a given

Mach number, pt=, is obtained by dividing the measured pitot pressure,

Pt2# by the ratio of the pitot pressure to the total pressure across a

normal shock wave, ptz/pt=. For angles above 25° the measured pitot

pressure must first be divided by the appropriate factor from the cali-

bration shown in figure 7 in order to obtain an equivalent value at 8 = O.
h

The estimated error in measuring the total pressure ptl depends

primarily upon the Mach number error. The percent error in measuring
* the total pressure is estimated to be *0.5 percent at Ml = 1.72, +J.O

percent at Ml = l.%, and +S.0 percent at M= = 2.46.

Determination of F1OW Angles

The flow angles csn be determined frcxnthe pressure differences

across the sets of diametrically opposed orifices. The variation of the
difference in static pressure coefficient across opposed orifices is

presented in figure 8 for the various Mach nunbers. The dynsmic pressure

is determined from the total pressure and the Mach nmber. Because of

wind-tunnel stream angle and support misalignment, the curves do not pass

through the origin.

In order to facilitate the determination of e amd q from measure-

ments of (@/q=)e and (AP/q=)a~ the restits of figure 8 have been combined

in figure 9 to give plots of (Ap/q=)e versus (&P/q.=)Ufor variOUS 6’and(p.

Each curve of figure 8 was first shifted through the origin to eliminate

the effects of tunnel stream angle and support misalignment. Because of

syzmnetu, curves which represent an average of the data in the four quad-

. rants are shown in one quadrant only. Information for the other quadrsnts,
then, can be determined frcm this figure provided the proper sign conven-

tion is used as indicated. Comparisons smong figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c)
● show that the effects of Mach number are either negligible or small. The

flow inclination

by the following

in terms of e and a cam be calch%l frcm 19and q

relations:
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.

tale= -tan e Cos (p

-tanu= tan EJ sin q .

For convenience in obtaining the quantities directly, curves are presented

in figure 10 from which these angles can be determined without recourse

to the equations. The sign conventions for quadrants other than that

shown are indicated in the figure. Any correction to the Mach number

results in a corresponding change in the dynsmic pressure, but only a

small correction in the flow angle is required.

The error in measuring flow angles is estimated to be dfl.25°.

In cases where this instrument is to be used to measure the attitude

of an aircrtit in flight or in a wind tunnel, the angles of attack and

sideslip can be calculated from

expressions:

tana

sin ~

e andq (fig. 9) by the following

= tarl$cos(p

= -sin e sin q

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The characteristics of a 40° cone for measuring Mach number, total

pressure, and flow angles were determined experimentally. Tests were

conducted at Mach numbers of 1.72, 1.95, and 2.46 for angles of pitch up

to 26°. This instrument is capable of measuring Mach number within approx-

imately +d.O percent and the flow angles within *0.3°. The total pressure

can be measured within N.5 percent at a Mach nmber of 1.72 and within

*2.o percent at a Mach number of 2.46. These flow quantities can be

determined from the measured cone pressures and calibration charts of this

investigation. In general an iterative procedure is required; however,

in practice, such a procedure is necessary only for accurate determination

of the Mach number and total pressure at Mach numbers near 2.5.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory

National Advisory Committee

Moffett Field, Calif.,

for Aeronautics

Mar. 1, 1957
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APPENDIX

NUMERICAL EXA.MPIE

The procedure used in determining the

aud flow direction from the measured pitot

ures on the cone surface is illustrated by

The assumed pressures are:

Mach number, total pressure,

pressure and four static press-

the following numerical exsmple.

Psa = 1.10 psia

psb = 1.20 psia

Psc = 3.85 psia

Ps = 2.90 psia
d

%2 = 7.65 psia

The arithmetic mean of the four static pressures is

:* (=~ psa+

and the ratio of this static

If it iS first assumed that

obtained frmn figure 5. For

‘Sb + Psc + ps
d)

= 2.26 psia

pressure to the pitot pressure is

5A
— = 0.295
%=

e = O, a tentative Wch number af 2.36 is

e = O, the total pressure I%tiO pt=/pt,

is given by the theoretical normal shock-wave relations which sre-tab~-

lated in reference 10. For Ml = 2.36 this ratio is

%*
— = 0.5572
%=

and the total pressure ptl is

7.65

‘t. = @--/p1)@4@4 = ~ = .3.7’3 ps~a

The dynsmic pressure q= is given by

~1 =
(/)
%ptl %1

= 0.2839(13.73) = 3.90 psia
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where the

relations

quanti-tY ~#?tl

also tabulated in

NACA TN 3967

.

is given by the theoretical isentropic flow

reference 10. Dividing the pressure difference .
across both pairs of orifices by the

The downwash end

a = 10.3°. Now,

and roll must be

dynsmic pressure gives

3.85 - 1.10
= 0.705.

2.90 - 1.20

3.90
= 0.436

sidewash angles from figure 1O(C) are 6

in order to correct the Mach number, the
= -16.9° ~d

angles of pitch
known. Fran figure 9(c) e = 19.6° &d o = 30.5°. The

correction factor from figure 6(=) is- “ “

@@~,

pA/Pt,)e=o = 1“05

The corrected value of fiA/pt2 corresponding to .9= O is

From figure ~ the second approximation to

Using this new value of Mach nwnber gives

Since the

corrected

the total

0.295
=—= 0.281

l.~

the Mach number iS Ml = 2.48.

%=
— ‘ 0.5071
% ~

angle of pitch is less them 25°, the pitot pressue need not be
to an equivalent value at e = O. The second approximation to
pressure is

7 L=
I * U>

% ~
=— = 15.0!3psia0.5071

and the dynsmic pressure is ql = 0.2599(15.@) = 3.92 psia. Since the

second determination of the dynsmic pressure is essentially the same as

the first, the angles of pitch and roll need no correction. Repeated

iteration would’be unnecessary since the correction factors of figure 6

would be unchanged.

.-

.
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Figure 2.- Orifice designation and angle notation.
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Figure 3.-Circumferential pressure distribution on surface af cone.
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Figure 3.-Continued.
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Figure 3.-Concluded.
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Figure 4.-Concluded.
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Figure 6.-Continued,
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Angle of pitch, 8, deg

(C) M, =2.46

Figure 6.-Concluded.
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Figure 7.-Effect of angle of pitch on pltot pressure.
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Figure 8,-Varlotlon of static preseura difference coeffiolent with angle af plich.
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Anglo of pitch, 8, deg

(b] MI= I.72J orifices b and d.

Figure &-Continued.
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Figure 8.-Continued,
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Figure 8.-Continued.
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I [AD\

8 Negative ~ Negative

# Positive #1 Negative

Sign convention

31

AI)

()~c

e Positive @ Positive

#1 Negative ~ Positive
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AP

()~=

8 Positive 8 Positive

+ Negative + Positive

8 Negative 8 Negative

+ Positive + Negative

Sign convention

()
AP Pld-Psb

~ ==~

(b) M,= I.95

Figure 9.-Continued.
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8 Positive @ Positive

+ Negative + Positive

8 Negative 8 Negative

+ Positive + Negative

I
I

Sign convention

()
& -p8d-pS~-—

q,
o-

(C) MI =2.46

Figure 9.-Concluded.
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AP

()~’

c Negative ● Negative

u Negative u Positive

c Positive a Positive

u Negative u Positive

Sign convention

Ap

()

Psd-Psb

~ “r
u

(a) M[=L72

NACA TN 3967

.

Figure 10.-Chart for determination of downwosh and sldewash angles.
.
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c Negative ● Negative

u Negative u Paeitive

c Positive c Positive

m Negative u Positive

Sign convention

NACA TN 3967

& PSd-psh

()q, q,
u

(b) M1=I.95

Figure 10.-Continued.
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● Negative c Negative

u Negative u Posifive

c Positive c Positive

u Negative u Positive

Sian cahvention

36

Figure 10.-Concluded.

NACA - Langley Field, Va.
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